Shout out to our students who are creative, curious, and deploy to change the world!

- Joi
Monica, Keira, Amanda & Linda - thanks for keeping us grounded, fed, and sane. Your presence really makes a difference!
Lily Zhang has been an important addition to the ML community! Thank you Lily for all the programming you've done and the time you've spent with students, coaching them one-on-one.
Hae Won Park for being the kindest, most thoughtful, supportive and knowledgeable colleague I ever had. Thanks for all you've done for me Hae!
John Min and Lily Fitzgerald - for supporting my embarrassing love of Matchbox 20
Pedro, thank you for drawing tiny potatoes near my desk and leaving me inspirational notes. You make our office a happier place!
Thanks, Vik, for always taking the time to ask how we're doing!
Emily - you have a contagious and heart-warming laugh :D.
Sunny, thanks for always taking the time to help everyone with any level of problem, and for always congratulating people when they make progress.
NeCSys team - Thank you for always keeping us connected!
- Media Lab HR
To Anna Fusté for being one of my best friends since undergrad! We both made it here!!!! Don't graduate!!!!
BIANCA DATTA for coming to see me when I'm sub-desk.
João for the puns.
Natalia for banana bread.
Sunny for being thoughtful, caring, and always helpful.
Keira Horowitz for the consistent, and necessary, comedic relief.
Thank you Stacie Slotnik for your help and willingness to problem solve.
Shout out to the admins! You are the backbone of the Lab! You keep it running, often without any recognition. Thanks for all you do!
Amanda Stoll makes everything happen! Thank you!
Thanks Kelly Gavin for being so great and easy to work with! You seem to get it all done effortlessly.
Sunanda, thanks for being a baller all the time, having my back 24/7, and (literally) painting outside the lines.
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To Lifelong Kindergarten students and staff: Thanks for making LLK such a wonderful place to work!

- Mitch Resnick
Peter Rombult - He is an expert in his field and can always be counted on.

- Nicole
Deema Qashat – For being a super colleague!
Ziv Epstein, for creating such a vibey physical environment at Scalable.

- Iyad
Judy Shen, for volunteering to make the experience of UROPs more fun.

- Iyad
Scalable Cooperation team, for being a smart, kind, cooperative, and fiercely creative bunch.

- Iyad
Morgan, for reminding us all that work-life balance is cool.

- Iyad
Rebecca Reid for being an outstanding human and great support system.

- Andrea
Holly Birns - sharing expert assistance!
To all of the Biomech gang! For all you do everyday to make this world a better place.

- Hugh Herr
Almaha, for being cool and fantastic. The light of the group!

- Cesar
Kevin Hu, the heart of Collective Learning. From UROP to PhD!

- Cesar
Andrea Margit, for taking the Collective Learning group to a whole new level!

- Cesar
Cristian Jara-Figueroa, the best Chilean scientist in the lab! (and I should know)

- Cesar
Jingxian, the best at cooking email network visualizations, and cakes!

- Cesar
Sanjay, a rising star in the field of social and collective learning!
- Cesar
Isabella, the new heart of the Collective Learning group.
- Cesar
Cristian Candia, best Game of Thrones impression and collective memory project of 2018!

- Cesar
Linda Peterson for all your support when I was going through the worst. Thank you.
Thank you Amna for your smiles :)

RAK Week Shout-Outs
Judy Mai for not only being a kick-ass member in NeCSys but also for amazingly taking charge of the admin meetings!
Bettina gets all the shout outs! Without you, there would be no RAK Week! Thanks for all you do to improve the MIT community!
The Media Lab staff, for all the times they go above and beyond to help make the Media Lab the unique place it is.

- Media Lab HR
Avery Normandin - Thank you for being a really first-rate gremlin and friend.
Joe P - You are just the coolest, and I hope you know that.
Agnes Cameron, your enthusiasm for life is infectious. It is an honor and a pleasure whenever I am with you.
SUNANDA & BIANCA - you are friend goals
Candido, Cornell, Kevin and all of facilities-thank you for everything always
Shout out to Andrea Margit for being and excellent support and team player in the Collective Learning Group!
Pedro Cuellar for being an awesome friend and always spreading positivity all around. You're the best!
Mario, you give me strength every single day. I love you the most :)

RAK Week Shout-Outs
Falcone, you are very special and I hope you know it.
Shout out to Maha for bringing laughter and happiness to people around her.
Angela, thank you for understanding how important Uniqlo is!
Hae Won Park for being the best mentor and friend. You inspire us with your dedication to work and ever so friendly and helpful attitude towards everyone. Thanks for being awesome!
Kristina Bonikowski you are really a gem and your smiles and assistance brighten my day!
For Arnav Kapur: Your passion and your brilliance are truly inspirational.
Shout out to Tarik Roukny for giving great feedback, helping out other people, and working to improve the group, even though he is leaving soon.
Shout out to Ryan for being always busy, yet always available.
Amna, Thank you for existing, and taking care of everybody. :)
Thank you Canan for your kindness!
Thank you Irmandy for always making us happy :)

RAK Week Shout-Outs
Maggie Church - for being an exceptional officemate and great friend who I miss dearly (Chibly too!)
Monica, Lily, Keira and Amanda.... I couldn't ask for a better team to work with. THANK YOU for all you do for the students in MAS.

- Linda
The gentleman who chased after me at the Kendall T stop to let me know that cards had fallen from my wallet at the turnstile, and the MBTA worker who secured them for me.
Jessica Tsymbal – For dealing with all the construction and space craziness.
Sunny for being 10/10.
Bianca, Sunny and Pedro for tatoes.
Sir Kelley is one of the nicest people at the Lab! Props for going with the flow, staying calm no matter what, and offering help when you can.
Javier Hernandez - For being a constant source of joy in the lab. Javier is always ready to give you a big smile and cheer you on. Thank you so much for being very caring and for the many ways you encourage us at Affective Computing.
Ariel Ekblaw -- one of the most composed + impressive women I know, who always makes time for the people around her.
Bianca Datta -- thanks for being so supportive and fun!
Kevin Davis, Cornelle & Candido -- thank you for being so friendly, helpful, and flexible! It always make me happy to see you around the Lab!
Sam Spaulding -- thank you for being so fun and a research inspiration. You make the Lab a better place!
Spencer Russell -- thanks for being a great listener and caring about doing things the right way.
Eddy Awad -- thanks for bringing so much joy + humor to the lab! I'm always happy to see you around.
To the MAS team (Linda, Keira, Monica + Amanda) -- thanks for all you do to keep us happy + healthy + on-deadline!
Thank you, Jifei Ou, for such insightful thoughts on my PhD general exam! Always love seeing how you think about research, and have learned a ton from you!
Here's to Juliana Cherston for being an amazing lab-mate, and space co-conspirator. Cheers to our conversations across the shelves :)
THANK YOU, Avery and Devora, for all the volunteer work you do all around the Lab, and especially for all your help with the Space Initiative and CubeSat program. It's hugely appreciated :)

RAK Week Shout-Outs
Thank you, Bianca Datta, for such thoughtful and helpful research advice. You continue to be a really fantastic mentor for so many of us here at the Lab!
Thank you, Caroline Jaffe, for being such a wonderful friend and lab-mate!
Sharon Yoo, you shine as bright as your glowing complexion. Thank you for your smiles and words of comfort and affirmation.
Sam Spaulding for being a great support to new students and pointing to all the right resources!
Stefania for being so encouraging!
Rebecca Reid, for her exquisite penmanship. Her handwriting is a pleasure to read.
The NecSys Team! For always going above and beyond to make our work lives manageable and always being prompt in helping our various requests.

- Hugh and Lindsey
Kevin Davis is the best! Incredibly helpful, patient, and kind! Thank you for all you do!
Kelley Huber, for her jokes during Team Meetings.
"Suzie," for being the hardest working woman in the world, the woman who is always an example to Finance.

- Stephanie
Ryan Walsh, for always remaining calm.
Amna Carreiro for helping with you know what :) Would've been absolutely impossible without you.
Zivvy Epstein for being a super dank and fun neighbor.
Richard Kim for keeping it real.
Bettina Arkhurst - without her, there would legit be no RAK week.

- Remi
Alexandra Rieger for her cool viz of acts of kindness happening around campus.
Peter Rombult - He knows the answers to everything grant-related and is always super helpful, efficient, and a pleasure to work with!
Craig Ferguson, who does the work of a whole team and makes magical games that provide great research data too.
Oggi Rudovic, who has been teaching us all about personalized machine learning!
Kristy Johnson, Super-TA for Autism Theory and Technology
Abdulrahman for making really good juices for everyone!
Ishaan Grover for his kind and awesome support ever time it was needed!
Dan Novy, for helping others with numerous events and projects despite the crunch of trying to finish his PhD dissertation this term.
Polly Guggenheim for filling the Personal Robots Group with love and smiles every day. Without her tireless work and joy PRG wouldn't be what it is!
Huili Chen for being such a great listener and supportive peer. Her sharp questions and wisdom have been crucial for ML life. Thanks!
Jackie Kory-Westlund for being an outstanding model for professionalism, humanism, and intelligence. Her example has been a continuous inspiration. Thank you!
To Sanjay, Bjarke and Laya for being amazing teammates during last Fall. I had a blast working and spending time with you guys. Cheers!
Thanks Nan for being a great friend!
Congratulations Cameron and Rebecca for winning the ATHack hackathon for assistive tech!
Judy Mai – helpful spirit!
Thank you David Su for being so nice and chill all the time!
Thanks you Chia Evers for being such a nice person!
I want to recognize Priscilla for being such a great admin and friends and supporting students who need help!
Thank you Tod for being a great advisor! ::))
Thank you Sunny for being such a great person!
I want to recognize Cindy for being an awesome friend!
Congratulations to Akito for finishing your thesis! and for being a great friend!
Facilities for the free tea and making things great.
Keira for being an MVP.
Canan, thanks for bringing snacks to class!
Sunanda for being 10/10 sassy.
Monica and Amanda for organizing this :)

RAK Week Shout-Outs
The always cheerful, hard-working, masterful Ryan McCarthy, who makes it a pleasure to figure out the best way to connect with members, new and old.
Mirei Rioux - You are always so wise in your advice and we appreciate so much how you help us connect more deeply and meaningfully with our Japanese member companies.
Mary Heanue - Thank you for organizing speakers, lunches, workshops and other lab-wide Advancing Wellbeing events!
Abdulrahman for making really good juices for everyone!
Monica Orta - There are no words to describe how valuable Monica is to our community. She's very passionate about students and always ready to help. She is a constant source of strength and encouragement when needed. Everyone needs a Monica in their life!
To all the admins who support our faculty and students. You keep this place running and we are grateful for you!

- MAS Office
Shout out to our faculty who lead the way and imagine and make the future!

- Joi
Fluid Interfaces students for their contagious, fun, energy and enthusiasm!

- Pattie
Helene Kelsey – Always available and good advice and helpful! 😊
Thank you Charles for being awesome!
Peter Rombult for his calm and positive demeanor even though we always ask him to do things last minute!

- Pattie
Jessica Rais for always being on top of things, despite the big group giving her lots of work!

- Pattie
Tod Machover for taking over as department head so I can spend more time on research!

- Pattie
Carl Bowman for sharing a thoughtful, encouraging, and creative approach.
Christian Balch for sharing positive and creative energy in person and online.
PRG - THE BEST GROUP!
Yuko Barnaby – Thank you for your attentiveness and professionalism!
Julia Schachnik - Excellent teammate!
Sunanda and Sunny for always being on call
Mary Heckbert - super follow through and reliability!
Priscilla Capistrano - Collegiality and community spirit!
Kelley Huber – for sharing your expertise and willingness to help!
Rebecca Reid – For your “can do” manner & sharing your expertise.
Abisola Okuk - Thank you for your willingness to help!
Kelley Shepard - Super coworker!
RAK Week Shout-Outs
Helene Kelsey - Thank you for your constancy & excellent judgment.
Lindsey Reynolds – For being a helpful colleague!
Martha Collins – For your excellent guidance & willingness to share it!
Research group administrators - Great job assisting the faculty, students, researchers achieve the research goals! Thank you!

- Media Lab HR
Finance team - thank you for your guidance and knowledge!

- Media Lab HR
Facilities team - thank you for keeping our spaces in working order & helping the community

- Media Lab HR
Communications team - Thank you for always being a resource!!

- Media Lab HR
MAS team - Thank you for having all the answers to help our students!
Events team -
Thank you, we have great events!
Membership team - Thank you for your tours & keeping our members engaged!

- Media Lab HR
Shout out to THE VIRAL COMMUNICATIONS: Andy, Deb, Agnes, Britney, David, Hisham, Kalli, Mike, Nchinda, Travis... for all the laughs and motivation. You all are the best!

- Britney
Keyla - for making my days brighter with her amazing energy and smiles :D
Abisola - for being like a good Casper ghost and showing how much she cares :)}
Niccolo Pescetelli for his positive energy and support!
Joe Paradiso for being an amazing, supportive mentor.
Stephanie Gayle - for her gracious help and patience with numerous questions :D
Yuko - for her amazing support and assistance with endless tasks :D
Cornelle, Kevin, Candido and Jessica for 'keeping order' around our research areas :D
StudCom for caring about the Media Lab community and looking out for the interests of all of us students! <3
Pedro for being more than a labmate and sincerely caring for us robots
Polly for fighting all of our battles and being an amazing, loving encouragement <3
Meng for going above and beyond your job and making sure that PRG can keep running smoothly.
Elian for being the sweetest baby bot in the lab.
Laya for being insightful and kind and genuinely in tune with others' feelings.
Pedro for feeding me and being there.
Monica for always asking how I am and waiting for a real response.
Amanda for magically doing everything and making the Lab a place where we can feel comfortable.
Cornelle for looking out for all of us at the Lab and making sure things get done.
Candido for being such a caring person and helping us with everything at the Lab.
Novy-san for keeping the Lab interesting and fun.
Hae Won for being such an inspiring person and helping me become better at research.
Judy Mai - for EVERYTHING she does! From NecSys tasks, to food ordering, to being always supportive! Keep smiling, Judy :)
Sharon Yu - for her hugs, openness, motivation, assistance and moral support.
Tom Lutz - for being a movie star and a magician in disguise - YOU ROCK!!! Thank you!
Kelley Huber - Just because! She is amazing, efficient, gracious, motivating and positive :D
Kelley Shepard - for tirelessly and patiently doing his work, and his genuine smiles : )
Gershon - for his hugs, smiles, motivation, amazing cooking and positive energy!
Spencer Russell - for ALL your advice and assistance, motivation and positive energy :)

RAK Week Shout-Outs
Stacie Slotnick - for all the advice and guidance, as well as her knowledge and assistance.

THANK YOU.
Fengjiao Peng - for being one of my most kindest and coolest friends. I can always count on you!
Prashanthh Vijayaraghavan - for truly being one of a kind! You're also my favorite gym buddy.
Eric Chu - for never ceasing to make me (and several others) smile!
Eric Pennington – for being genuine, kind, and always chill to hang out with!
Matt Groh - for being a good listener, and my ping-pong frenemy.
Juliana Nazare - for being an all-round incredibly adorable person. LSM wouldn't be the same without you!
Ann Yuan - for kicking ass with her thesis, stand up comedy, and getting married, all in a few months. You inspire me!
Lauren Fratamico – for being one of the most chill people I know! (and a great swimming coach)
Deb Roy - For being a source of continuous inspiration.
Anneli - You are smart, kind, beautiful, and most importantly, fun (in short - PERFECT)!
Sneha Makini - For always being right next to me anytime something really good or really bad happens
Eric Chu - Because there'd be no Cult of Erics without you
Thank you Neri for everything you do :)
Thank you Natalia for being an amazing new MM Admin! :)
Thank you Sunanda for being an awesome friend :)
Stephanie Gayle! She has answers and is willing to share them with you for a very small fee.
Keira Horowitz helps with our peculiar MAS questions with humor and fun.
Kelley Shepard has great taste in NFL teams.

- Joe
Amanda Stoll, Kelly Huber, and Jessica Mello, tolerate and entertain me when I visit finance.

- Joe
Martha, thank you for ‘figuring’ things out!
Deepest thanks to the whole Opera of the Future team. Besides being brilliantly, shockingly creative, you are truly some of the nicest, kindest people I know. I am very grateful to be able to work with you.

- Tod
The ML HR Team (Lisa Breede, Helene Kelsey and Kelley Shepard) for handling a high volume of work and always trying their best to support ML staff and faculty!

- Martha
To MAS staff (Linda, Monica, Keira, Amanda): Thanks for supporting MAS students in so many ways, through good times and tough times.

- Mitch Resnick
Visiting Students – we love having you at the Lab. I hope you’re having a great visit!

- Keira
Thank you to the staff, you keep this place running and are a pleasure to work with!

- Joi
Keira, thank you so so much for helping me so many times whenever I have questions about anything 😊 You're awesome!
UROPs – you are such a great help to the research. I love getting to meet and talk to so many of you!

- Keira
John Difrancesco - just because! So many reasons why, besides keeping us safe :D
Thank you, John!
Ariel Ekblaw - for graciously managing her work load and still caring to ask about well-being of others, and provide support :D You go, girl - and many thanks!
SHOUT OUT
TO MY PEEPS
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